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 and I can't even give you the value of ( _nekorete_ ), which means small.' 'All right. How much is there in ( _nekorete_ )?' 'It's
even more than honey ( ).' 'That's enough. How much is there in ( _nekorete_ )?' 'Honey ( ) is more than ( _nekorete_ ).' 'It's

much more than honey ( ).' 'Enough. How much is there in ( _nekorete_ )?' 'Much more than honey ( ).' This story illustrates the
values involved in the ratio ( ) and the values involved in the relationship between two integers. What value is really behind the
simple numerical ratio ? Is it the product of the two integers, the sum, or something else? In this story, Mr Bekbar can't even

give a simple numeric value to a ratio. But it is easy to see that Mr Bekbar is trying to measure the size of the sum of the
integers using the ratio . Why is such a mysterious number? Why is it impossible to give a simple numerical value to ? This is a
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good example of the structure behind the ratio . Mr Bekbar can't give a simple numeric value to , but he can give a simple
numeric value to . Mr Bekbar can give a simple numeric value to (the product), and can even give a simple numeric value to (the
sum). The value ( ) is real, but it is something else. It is the result of the ratio in conjunction with an expression which contains
the symbol . We can therefore use the relationship between and to study the value of . If we know the value of , we can also use

the relationship between and to study the value of . In this way, we can determine 82157476af
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